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The students miss their friends. They miss their teachers. 
Everyone will, more than likely, be emotional. 

At any point, we could be told to transition to a different T&L 
model. Teachers will spend time immediately from day 1 building 
the 3 R’s- rapport, relationships and routines, which includes 
preparing students for use of platforms for digital learning and 
communicating with the families to make sure they are all set up 
with them as well.

It will help everyone if we stay calm and ask for support when we 
need it. 

Everyone has different perspectives about COVID-19 but we all 
have expectations to follow and we all deserve to be respected. 
Respect each other.

We all want to be safe.
What We Know



What We Don’t 
Know

● When expectations may change- every two 
weeks the DOE releases updates to their 
reopening requirements. 

● Where the kids will be at academically
● How teaching and learning will feel with 

safety precautions in place
● How efficiently our “best laid plans” will 

work. As with everything in education- we 
plan, we do, we assess, we adjust. This is 
not any different. We will be assessing 
procedures in place for adjustments. 
Offering solutions is helpful, while 
understanding that there is a bigger picture 
and that changes can have effects on other 
systems. 



In Our Control
● Adhering to expected day to day operations 

with restrictions- critical for contact tracing.
● Compliance with the building protocols and 

CDC/DOE requirements
● Instructional delivery
● Communication with families
● Preparing students to be ready in the event we 

do switch T&L models
● Ensuring students are monitored for social 

emotional well-being and academic need
● Ensuring students are fed and safe in school
● Supporting families who may be struggling 
● Compliance with IEPs and 504s
● Offering students an emotionally stable 

environment when they are able to be mentally 
present in school

● CDC/DOE Requirements
● Whether students come back to school
● Ensuring that you, the parents, will conduct the 

morning symptom checks. Please help us by 
doing this each morning.

● A county or state-wide outbreak
● Feelings of worry or frustration we may have
● The daily schedule adjustments to provide for 

CDC/DOE requirements, which include 
nutrition, transportation, and instructional 
guidelines.

● Whether/when sports will happen
● That students will come back with gaps
● The emotional needs students may return with
● At times- the way in which we will all react to 

situations initially

Not Our Control



CDC/MDOE Safety 
Requirements

Masks are required to be on a bus or in 
school. Students will not be allowed to enter 

the bus or buildings if not wearing one. 

Physical distancing in classrooms between 
students is 3 feet. 

Adults must maintain a distance of 6 feet 
unless in small instructional groups. 

Protocols are established for changes in 
building-wide operations. These include 

visitors, the nurse office, main office, meals, 
bathrooms and hallway movement.

Signage will be posted and students will be 
taught when and how to wash hands/sanitize. 



Additional 
Safety Efforts

Increased ventilation through upgraded HVAC 
units as well as Prime O2 Ionizing Sanitation 

systems will be added through the HVAC 
system.

Thermal-scanning monitors will be installed at 
each building’s main entrance.

Money was allocated through our CARES 
funding to ensure extra hours can be provided 

to drivers and custodians for disinfecting.
 

Covered structures have been purchased for 
outdoor classroom options and outdoor eating.

Mask breaks will be reflected in the daily 
schedule, created by teaching teams.

Altered arrival and dismissal plans have been 
created. Information is noted in the handbook. 
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Specific Building-Based 
Information

A document is being created that will provide staff 
and parents with a specific COVID-related 

handbook. This handbook will be shared with you in 
print and/or electronically prior to August 24th. It 
will then be updated as expectations may change 

from the MeCDC and MeDOE. 

This handbook will include district-wide 
expectations, building-specific protocols, and serve 
as an “all in one” quick reference guide. It will also 

be left for substitutes so that they are aware of 
expectations when teachers must be out. 



Facilities 

● A gallon bottle of hand-sanitizer will be placed in each classroom.
● End of day classroom cleaning will be done by the teacher and students. This 

would include wiping of desks and chairs, other hard surfaces, door knobs and 
light switches.

● A container of antibacterial disinfectant cleaner wipes will be supplied to each 
room. 

● Technology wipes will be provided for disinfecting laptops between use.
● Classroom windows will be open for ventilation. Adjustments will be made when 

the HVAC upgrades are completed and/or when winter months come.
● Every doorway of common areas will have sanitizer dispenser stations.
● In-classroom bathrooms: user should sanitize prior to entering bathroom, use 

bathroom with mask on, and wash hands after finishing. These bathrooms will 
be cleaned once a day.

● Common area bathrooms: user should sanitize prior to entering bathroom, use 
bathroom with mask on, and wash hands after finishing. These bathrooms will 
be cleaned as frequently as possible with a minimum of twice a day. 

● Arrangements are being made to outsource maintenance work so that a 2nd 
day time custodian for LCS can be assigned. 

● Shared classroom materials (that cannot be individualized) and playgrounds are 
not off limits and students will be asked to wash hands/sanitize before and after 
use. Materials will also be wiped down between use where feasible. 



Transportation

● 1 pick up location and 1 drop off location 
● If a student needs a change in their drop off location, 

the student will be held at school until someone picks 
them up.

● We will load buses back to front in the morning and 
unload from front to back, with exception of PreK and 
K students, who will be seated in the front of the bus. 
Assigned seating will be created and followed.

● Students of the same household can sit together
● Bus monitors will be used to monitor bus 

expectations on LCS runs
● Monitors and driver will dispense hand sanitizer to 

each student upon bus entrance and exit
● Buses will be disinfected after each run
● Windows will all be partially opened for proper 

ventilation
● Masks are required of all adults and students

Due to reduced 
capacity changes 

to student pick up/ 
drop off locations 

will not be 
allowed!



Nutrition

● Breakfast and Lunch will be offered in every 
building on a daily basis

● Students must be 6’ apart when eating
● Plans for additional eating spaces beyond the 

cafeteria, to maintain the 6’ distance, have been 
developed

● Lisbon School Department Nutrition Staff already 
follow strict safety and sanitization guidelines and 
will continue to do so

● Tables will be sanitized between each seating
● Salad bars will be temporarily removed, until it is 

deemed safe for return 
● Nutrition Staff will place food items onto each 

students tray to minimize contact 
● Water bottle filling stations are being fitted
● The same wonderful, nutritious meals will 

continue to be offered to students



Teaching, Learning and 
Family/Student Expectations

School Year 2020-2021



Morning Symptom Screener

Each morning, we ask that you use this 
screening tool, provided by the CDC, to 
determine if your child is well enough to 
come to school. 

If you (or your child) answer “yes” to any of 
these symptoms, please keep your child 
home for the day and refer to page 3 of 
Lisbon’s COVID Guidance Handbook. You 
may also consider contacting your family’s 
doctor.



Sickness
When your child is sick: Call the school line. 
Indicate that they will be out, just as you have 
before. For this next year, please include 
whether or not you are monitoring your child 
or family member for COVID symptoms, or if 
there is a confirmed COVID diagnosis. This 
information is kept confidential when shared. 

If you are unsure of what to do, contact your 
child’s doctor. You may also contact the school 
nurse or the CDC directly. Follow the CDC 
guidelines on their website and also listed in 
the Lisbon School Department COVID 
Handbook you will be given. 



What can my child bring to school?

● At the Middle School and High School- lockers are not being used. Therefore, we ask that 
only items that can fit in a student’s school bag and are absolutely needed for the day come 
with a student. 

● At LCS, there will be limited use of cubbies, due to the increase needed in classroom space. 
Please limit what a child brings to school each day. School related items only should be sent.
  

● At GSS, students are asked to leave personal items (such as toys, stuffed animals, etc.) at 
home. Only school related items, including a change of clothing, should be brought to 
school. Staff will be checking backpacks and other bags of all students upon arrival per the 
student handbook. No exceptions will be made for this policy.

● At any school- a mask, water bottle and lunch should be brought (unless buying hot lunch) 
daily, as well as any individual school supplies (not excessive in size or quantity).



Masks
All staff and students (ages 5 and up) are required to wear masks. Medical or behavioral exemption allows for 
the alternative wearing of a shield, but only with doctor documentation. There is no situation that allows for a 
child to not have a face covering of some sort. Preschool students may wear masks if they are comfortable 
doing so and their families prefer it. 

All PPE is being provided by the DOE and school department, but parents are welcome to purchase their own 
masks. Masks must cover the nose and mouth and fit without openings. Cloth masks and gaiters must be 
double layered. Shields must cover the eyes, nose and mouth and extend below the chin and behind the ears. 
Masks must follow school dress code and bandanas are not allowed. The school department is providing 
students with Lisbon mask lanyards to prevent them being lost throughout the day.



Nurse Information
Updated Immunization Records MUST be sent to the school nurse as soon as possible. These can 

be scanned in and emailed to each building’s nurse or faxed to the school. Their contact 
information is:

LCS- Fax 207-353-4815  Nurse: Kym Roberge kroberge@lisbonschoolsme.org

PWS- Fax 207-353-3053  Nurse: Lori MacDonald lmacdonald@lisbonschoolsme.org 

GSS- Fax 207-353-3032   Nurse: Lori MacDonald lmacdonald@lisbonschoolsme.org 

GSS Director: Barbara Morris bmorris@lisbonschoolsme.org 

LHS- Fax 207-353-3047  Nurse: Kaylee Knudson kknudson@lisbonschoolsme.org 

A medical isolation room in each building has been identified for COVID-like symptomatic 
students. Infrared thermometers have been purchased for nurses to ensure accurate temperature 

readings. It is critical to read the Lisbon COVID Guidance Handbook for all Health and Safety 
expectations. 

mailto:kroberge@lisbonschoolsme.org
mailto:lmacdonald@lisbonschoolsme.org
mailto:lmacdonald@lisbonschoolsme.org
mailto:bmorris@lisbonschoolsme.org
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Staff  and Learning Expectations Staff and Learning Expectations

*Follow all required Health and Safety protocols.
*Self Check for symptoms each morning
*Enter the building from the main entrance only for 
thermal scanning of temperature.
*Ensure that all students use their own materials in class- 
when feasible.
*Provide and follow “mask off” times as expected by 
building protocols
*Utilize expected parent communication methods
*Monitor for and refer any students of concern for 
emotional well-being to Guidance and physical 
well-being to Nurse
*Record Participation (Attendance) Daily
*Create and send fluency game, RAZ, EDM, Prodigy, 
Sumdog, Readworks (etc) logins, as well as Google 
Classroom and Seesaw logins, for parents to practice 
using early in the Fall. Use these in the classroom. 

*Regular school day hours
*There may be shortened or rearranged class periods to 
accommodate the need for the addition of mask breaks 
and increased time needed for arrival and dismissal. 
Follow the expected schedule.
*Use Seesaw PreK-4 for digital classroom learning 
opportunities (prep and practice for the potential of 
remote learning)
*Use Google Classroom Grade 5 for digital classroom 
learning opportunities (prep and practice for the potential 
of remote learning)

PreK- 5, including GSS Elementary Classrooms



Family Expectations Communications

*Check identified communication method 
daily/weekly
*Conduct Student Symptom Check each morning
*Speak with your child to reinforce the school’s 
required safety expectations (wear a mask, follow 
physical distancing expectations, wash hands when 
asked)
*Communicate with school officials immediately if 
there is a possibility of COVID symptomatology or a 
positive diagnosis
*Be available for communications from school 
during the day if student becomes ill.
*Provide school supplies needed for learning.
*Read and follow the expected protocols for the 
buildings in Lisbon’s COVID Handbook.

*Use Seesaw PreK-5 for all parent communications 
*PreK-5 staff will send regular educational 
newsletters via SeeSaw (i.e.- Week in Review/Week 
at a Glance)
*Grade 5 will regularly send “Guardian Summaries” 
via Google Classroom to communicate upcoming 
lessons and missing work
*Homeroom teachers directly communicate with 
parents of students who are not demonstrating 
expected proficiency or reasonable engagement
*Building administration should send monthly update 
newsletter or emails to families.
*Building administrators should hold regular “open 
check-in times” to ensure all building procedures are 
working efficiently and to check on staff well-being.

PreK- 5, including GSS Elementary Classrooms



Staff and Learning Expectations Staff and Learning Expectations

*Follow all required Health and Safety protocols.
*Self Check for symptoms each morning
*Enter the building from the main entrance only for 
thermal scanning of temperature.
*Provide “mask off” times as expected by building 
protocols
*Utilize expected parent communication methods
*Monitor for and refer any students of concern for 
emotional well-being to Guidance and physical 
well-being to Nurse
*Record Participation (Attendance) Daily
*Create and send Google Classroom, Edgenuity, 
Prodigy, Khan (etc) logins, for parents to practice 
using and get signed up 

*Regular school day hours
*Create and follow established mask-off times
*There may be shortened or rearranged class periods to 
accommodate the need for the addition of mask breaks 
and increased time needed for arrival and dismissal. 
*Use Google Classroom for digital classroom 
learning opportunities (prep and practice for the 
potential of remote learning)

6-8, including GSS Middle School Classrooms*



Family Expectations Communications

*Check identified communication method 
daily/weekly
*Conduct Student Symptom Check each morning
*Speak with your child to reinforce the school’s 
required safety expectations (wear a mask, follow 
physical distancing expectations, wash hands when 
asked)
*Sit with your child to check their Google Classroom 
work weekly.
*Communicate with school officials immediately if 
there is a possibility of COVID symptomatology
*Be available for communications from school 
during the day if student becomes ill.

*Send regular “Guardian Summaries” to parents via 
Google Classroom to communicate upcoming lessons 
and missing work
*Advisory teachers send bi-weekly emails via parent 
email groups to briefly keep parents informed on 
larger school happenings
*Directly communicate with parents of students who 
are not demonstrating expected proficiency or 
reasonable engagement
*Building administration should send monthly update 
newsletter or emails to families.
*Building administrators should hold regular “open 
check-in times” to ensure all building procedures are 
working efficiently and to check on staff well-being.

6-8, including GSS Middle School Classrooms*

*GSS Grade 6 classroom will follow the Grade 5 expectation.



Staff and Learning Expectations Staff and Learning Expectations

*Follow all required Health and Safety protocols.
*Self Check for symptoms each morning
*Enter the building from the main entrance only for 
thermal scanning of temperature.
*Provide and adhere to “mask off” times as expected 
by building protocols
*Utilize expected parent communication methods
*Monitor for and refer any students of concern for 
emotional well-being to Guidance and physical 
well-being to Nurse
*Record Participation (Attendance) Daily
*Create and send Google Classroom, Khan, IXL, 
Quill (etc) logins, for parents to practice using and 
get signed up 

*Regular school day hours
*There may be shortened or rearranged class periods to 
accommodate the need for the addition of mask breaks 
and increased time needed for arrival and dismissal. 
Follow the expected schedule.
*Hold daily Advocacy meeting to establish 
relationships with high school teacher mentor
*Use Google Classroom for digital classroom 
learning opportunities (prep and practice for the 
potential of remote learning)

9-12, including GSS Alternative Education Classrooms



Family Expectations Communications

*Check identified communication method 
daily/weekly
*Conduct Student Symptom Check each morning
*Speak with your child to reinforce the school’s 
required safety expectations (wear a mask, follow 
physical distancing expectations, wash hands when 
asked, etc., check Google Classroom and emails 
daily)
*Ask questions about learning. Ask to see your 
child’s Google Classroom assignments. 
*Communicate with school officials immediately if 
there is a possibility of COVID symptomatology
*Be available for communications from school 
during the day if student becomes ill.

*Send regular “Guardian Summaries” to parents via 
Google Classroom to communicate upcoming lessons 
and missing work
*Advocacy teachers communicate with parents 
bi-weekly or as needed to inform families of school 
happenings
*Content teachers directly communicate with parents 
of students who are not demonstrating expected 
proficiency or reasonable engagement in classes
*Building administration should send monthly update 
newsletter or emails to families.
*Building administrators should hold regular “open 
check-in times” to ensure all building procedures are 
working efficiently and to check on staff well-being.

9-12, including GSS Alternative Education Classrooms



Vocational Programming
LRTC and Region 10

Due to recent shifts in programming, information about high 
school vocational programming will be sent directly to 

families who have students enrolled in these programs. 
Please be on the lookout for a letter from the High School 

concerning this program. 



Seesaw and Google Classroom

SeeSaw videos for parents

Seesaw:
Seesaw PD - Get Families Started - Seesaw 
Overview.pdf

Seesaw Signing In and viewing the components-
Connecting to Seesaw for Parents - Parent 
Tutorial #1

Seesaw Completing assignments-
Seesaw Parent Tutorial #2 - Completing 
assignments

Google Classroom videos for parents

Google Classroom:
How to Use Google Classroom for Parents!

Getting Classroom Email Summaries:
https://support.google.com/edu/classroom/an
swer/6388136?hl=en

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J7FNDKyh-1uu4Vme8mQiTgdZEvmpzFVT/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J7FNDKyh-1uu4Vme8mQiTgdZEvmpzFVT/view
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WTEc57nhqnQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WTEc57nhqnQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pvufwn9ycTk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pvufwn9ycTk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IgS-hoSIjnw
https://support.google.com/edu/classroom/answer/6388136?hl=en
https://support.google.com/edu/classroom/answer/6388136?hl=en


Transition Plans 

In the event we need to move to 
Hybrid or Remote...



In the event we need to move to hybrid or remote...
A district-wide communication from the Superintendent of the need to transition to a different mode of learning will be sent to all 
district staff and families.

Administration will gather all technology devices to distribute prior to the end of the day. In grades 4-12, teachers will sign out a laptop 
and charger to each student. 

Guidance counselors will work to identify which PreK-3 students do not have siblings in the district. Those families will be contacted 
by admin/counselors to determine whether they have technology at home or not. If not, a plan for laptop pickup will be made. 

Depending on the date of the transition, the superintendent will utilize 1 or more “snow day(s)” to allow staff to make adjustments to 
move to remote instruction. During this time, staff will:

1. communicate with families by homeroom/advisory teacher of the new learning schedule (these will already have been sent home 
in the Fall as part of a parent mailer). 

2. Teachers will send notices through SeeSaw or email of the links for Zoom meetings for the content classes. 
3. Teachers will create needed paper packets for follow up practice of remote instruction and/or post assignments to Seesaw and 

Google Classroom. These packets will be turned into the main office and prepared for distribution.
4. Classes will begin when the transition period completes. 



Special Education

● IEP team meetings will be scheduled as we always have through the special education 
department.

● Parents will be offered remote participation in meetings. Building locations for 
meetings are still being identified.

● Not everyone will get or need an IEP meeting before school starts. If you have specific 
questions for your child’s programming, contact Kathy Glennon. 

● A priority is being placed on meetings that were not held last spring, any initial 
evaluations and reevaluation meetings that were not held due to the closure.

● Special education evaluations that were not completed will be completed (once we 
get started) with enhanced safety precautions and cleaning protocols between 
students. Patience will be needed.

● Some students will require more close contact and supports. The staff working with 
these students will be provided the proper additional PPE.

● The special education team will meet in each building to review service delivery to 
minimize disruption to class groupings



Additional Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment Information

Small group instruction is allowed and encouraged, with proper PPE.

Shared materials are allowed, if necessary, with kids sanitizing before and after using. 

Formative assessment is critical and expected to properly plan for and group students for 
instruction to maximize learning and available teaching time. We will assess students to gather 
information on their instructional levels, but we do not plan to overassess them.

The district’s Instructional Programming and Assessment Plan 
can be found on pages 28 and  29 of the 

Lisbon SY20-21 Plan Document.    



What will the first return to school days look like?
Our first week will be what is called a ‘Soft Roll Out’. For each day, ONLY the grade 

levels/classrooms listed attend school.  

Sept 8th-  LCS- Kindergarten & Third Grade, Kamis Ley’s Classroom 
PWS- Grade 6 and Jean Poulin’s classroom
LHS- Grade 9 
GSS- will have grades 4 - 6 (rooms 5 & 6)

Sept 9th-          LCS- First and Second Grade, Kamis Ley’s Classroom 
PWS- Grade 7 and Jean Poulin’s classroom 
LHS- ALL Grades
GSS- will have grades 6 - 12 (rooms 1 & 4) and Alternative Ed

Sept 10th- LCS- Fourth and Fifth Grade, Kamis Ley’s Classroom 
PWS- Grade 8 and Jean Poulin’s classroom
LHS- ALL Grades
GSS- will have ALL grades

Sept 11th- All grade levels in attendance at all schools.



In closing….
The DOE Framework suggests that Open House events be conducted virtually this year. 
Building administration is still working out what those events will look like. Information will 
be sent when plans are finished.

Please complete the Fall Enrollment and Transportation survey that has been shared with 
you. This survey needs to be completed for both students who are returning to school and 
those who will be homeschooled. https://forms.gle/V9StXXH9HbpgydjN9 

You may read the entire Lisbon SY 20-21 ReOpening Plan by visiting the District’s page and 
following the COVID tab and links. 

Please email any follow-up questions to Dr. Green, Julie Colello-Nichols and/or your building 
administrators.

https://forms.gle/V9StXXH9HbpgydjN9

